
Censorship in America From the Gilded Age
to the Computer Age: A Comprehensive
Examination of Print Culture
Censorship has been a part of American history since the nation's
founding. From the Gilded Age to the Computer Age, print culture has been
a primary target of censorship efforts. This article will provide a
comprehensive examination of censorship in America, focusing on print
culture and its impact on society.

1. The Gilded Age: Industrialization and the Rise of Mass Media

The Gilded Age (1870-1900) was a period of rapid industrialization and
urbanization in the United States. This period also saw the rise of mass
media, such as newspapers, magazines, and books. As a result,
censorship became a more pressing issue, as these new forms of media
could reach a wider audience than ever before. One of the most famous
examples of censorship during the Gilded Age was the Comstock Law.
Enacted in 1873, this law made it illegal to send "obscene, lewd, or
lascivious" materials through the mail. The law was named after Anthony
Comstock, a self-appointed moral guardian who led a crusade against
pornography and other forms of "vice". The Comstock Law was used to
prosecute a wide range of materials, including books, magazines, and even
medical texts. It had a chilling effect on free speech, and many authors
were afraid to publish anything that might be considered controversial.

2. The Progressive Era: Muckraking and Social Reform



The Progressive Era (1890-1920) was a period of social and political
reform in the United States. This period saw the rise of muckraking
journalism, which exposed corruption and social problems. Muckrakers
often relied on print culture to get their message out, and they faced
significant censorship from both pemerintah and private interests. One of
the most famous examples of censorship during the Progressive Era was
the suppression of Upton Sinclair's novel The Jungle. Published in 1906,
The Jungle exposed the unsanitary conditions in the meatpacking industry.
The book caused a public outcry and led to the passage of the Pure Food
and Drug Act. However, Sinclair's novel was also banned in many libraries
and schools.
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3. The First World War and the Espionage Act
The First World War (1914-1918) saw a significant crackdown on free
speech in the United States. The Espionage Act of 1917 made it a crime to
interfere with the war effort or to criticize the government. This law was
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used to prosecute a wide range of dissenters, including socialists, pacifists,
and labor activists. One of the most famous examples of censorship during
the First World War was the case of Eugene V. Debs. Debs was a socialist
leader who opposed the war. He was convicted of sedition and sentenced
to ten years in prison.

4. The Roaring Twenties and the Jazz Age
The Roaring Twenties (1920-1929) was a period of economic prosperity
and cultural change in the United States. This period also saw a relaxation
of censorship laws. However, there were still some notable examples of
censorship during this time. One of the most famous examples of
censorship during the Roaring Twenties was the banning of the film The
Birth of a Nation. Released in 1915, this film glorified the Ku Klux Klan. It
was banned in many cities and states, and it sparked riots in some areas.

5. The Great Depression and the New Deal
The Great Depression (1929-1939) saw a renewed crackdown on free
speech in the United States. The government used censorship to suppress
dissent and to protect the New Deal. One of the most famous examples of
censorship during the Great Depression was the case of the Scottsboro
Boys. In 1931, nine African American teenagers were falsely accused of
raping two white women. They were convicted and sentenced to death.
The case sparked outrage around the world, and it led to the formation of
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP).

6. The Second World War and the Smith Act
The Second World War (1939-1945) saw another significant crackdown on
free speech in the United States. The Smith Act of 1940 made it a crime to
advocate for the overthrow of the government. This law was used to



prosecute a wide range of political activists, including communists,
socialists, and anarchists. One of the most famous examples of censorship
during the Second World War was the case of the Hollywood Ten. In 1947,
ten Hollywood screenwriters and directors were blacklisted by the film
industry for their alleged communist sympathies. They were unable to work
in the film industry for many years.

7. The Cold War and McCarthyism
The Cold War (1947-1991) saw a renewed crackdown on free speech in
the United States. McCarthyism was a period of political repression that
targeted suspected communists and other left-wing activists. One of the
most famous examples of censorship during the Cold War was the case of
the Rosenberg夫婦. In 1951, Julius and Ethel Rosenberg were convicted of
espionage and sentenced to death. They were executed in 1953. The case
of the Rosenbergs sparked a national debate about the limits of free
speech.

8. The Vietnam War and the First Amendment
The Vietnam War (1954-1975) saw a renewed debate about the limits of
free speech. The war was deeply unpopular, and many anti-war protesters
were arrested and charged with sedition or other crimes. One of the most
famous examples of censorship during the Vietnam War was the case of
the Pentagon Papers. In 1971, the New York Times published a series of
articles based on a leaked government report about the Vietnam War. The
government tried to stop the publication of the articles, but the Supreme
Court ruled that the First Amendment protected the Times' right to publish
them.

9. The Computer Age and the Internet



The Computer Age (1970-present) has seen a dramatic increase in the
availability of information and ideas. The internet has made it possible for
anyone to publish their own content, regardless of their political views.
However, the internet has also raised new challenges for censorship. One
of the most famous examples of censorship on the internet is the case of
the Great Firewall of China. The Great Firewall is a system of censorship
that the Chinese government uses to block access to certain websites and
content. The Great Firewall has been criticized by human rights groups,
who argue that it violates the right to freedom of expression.

Censorship has been a part of American history since the nation's
founding. From the Gilded Age to the Computer Age, print culture has been
a primary target of censorship efforts. This article has provided a
comprehensive examination of censorship in America, focusing on print
culture and its impact on society. Censorship is a complex issue with no
easy answers. However, it is important to remember that freedom of
speech is a fundamental right that should be protected. Censorship should
never be used to silence dissent or to prevent the publication of
controversial ideas.
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